
Should the presence of large firms be promoted to obtain large scale

competition decreases firms’ profit;

firms’ profit ?



it encourages greater competition and deter collusion between firms

allocative efficiency;

consumers’ needs are best satisfied.

and productive efficiency.

help small firms to survive; and

prevent the development of dominant firms.



the number of firms

only the possibility for a new and more efficient firm to succeed

The presence of large firms is not the sign of ill-functioning markets.

Large firms may come from higher efficiency.

The objective to gain market shares provides firms with high

it gives access to large financial reserve required to finance

Difficult question because the investment changes the market



i.e., investment that determines the level of firms’ physical capital.

Replacement effect vs. Efficiency effect

The Efficiency Effect

Replacement effect vs. Efficiency effect

It has then smaller incentives to innovate than firms in a competitive



By innovating, a firm can get a monopoly position

It grants the firm an ex-post monopoly position.

A large number of firms produce a homogenous good.

Only one firm can acquire the innovation (or makes the investment).

Prior to innovating, these firms compete in price so the equilibrium
and there is no residual profit.

Same as before except only one firm.

and makes profit

and makes profit



for the competitive firm than for the monopoly.

By innovating, a firm produces at cost

, the competitive firm charges

the firm’s profit is

, the competitive firm charges
whole market but gets less than monopoly profit.

Upper bound on profits:



monopoly – who rests on his “laurels” - compared to firms in a

The Efficiency Effect

In the preceding approach, it was assumed that only one firm could

The Efficiency Effect

keeping the initial monopoly position with a more efficient technology.



The Efficiency Effect

The incentives to innovate are higher for the incumbent firm than for

 denote firm 1’s profit under duopoly when his own (resp.





The Efficiency Effect

 

which has the interpretation that the profits of an efficient monopolist
are higher than the profit of two duopolists choosing their strategy in an

It is a very natural property, called the efficiency effect, which is always
verified.

The Efficiency Effect

Replacement effect vs. Efficiency effect: Conclusion

It is difficult to draw clear-cut conclusions on the link between

On the other side, we find the Schumpeterian idea that the presence
of ex-post rents is crucial to incentivize firms



Replacement effect vs. Efficiency effect

The Efficiency Effect

(and profit) with post-investment market structures (and profit).

It is therefore useful first to find a model flexible enough to study the

Aghion, P., N. Bloom, R. Blundell, R. Griffith, and P. Howitt. (2005).

escape-competition effect whereby a firm in a competitive market

Two firms operate on a market.

Either one firm (the leader) lies ahead of its competitor (the follower);

Both firms are at technological par with one another; or



At each period, firms can devote some resource to innovation, and

The model assume that the gap between the two firms never

If a leading firm innovates, the follower will automatically get access

Competition is modeled by the actual behavior of the firms, and

leader can make some profit.

competition is inversely related to the degree to which the two firms

products drives the industry profit to zero.
If the collusion is perfect, the firms will share equally the monopoly
profit.

hypothetical leader’s profit that a level firm can reach through collusion.

Suppose first, the firms have the

- If competition is high (collusion is low), the current profits on the

- Hence, when firms are neck-and-neck increasing competition can



Suppose second, the firms have

- Hence, when the firms have different technologies competition can

Study of a panel of more than 300 British firms over the period

taken out by firms in an industry.

the ratio between operational profits net of financial cost divided by

and then the average of this index across firms in the industry is taken.

more competition decreases the current profit and increases the



Increasing competition can foster innovation where firms are

i.e. when the production function is the same across firms.

But when firms are technologically heterogeneous, it is better to

firm.

Infrastructure investment determines the level of firms’ physical

from the one that would have been chosen by a firm that only covers

Government can influence competition and therefore the level of

firms through a grant of licenses;

and other forms of regulatory burdens that increase firms’ adjustment

bound on the ratio profit/capital that firms are allowed to earn;



Several monopolistic competitive firms.

to maximize present discounted value of future profits.



The elasticity of demand increases with the number of firms.

demand that each firm faces increases.

This implies that as an additional unit of capital is added to a fixed labor

increases the number of firms.



- in order to increase the profit that the firm is allowed to earn up
to an extent that lets the ratio profit/capital unchanged.

- Said differently, by investing in additional capital the firm may

invest than private firms because of a political mandate imposed on

- E.g., Public firms may also be heavy investors because of their



post and telecommunications (fixed and mobile).

This suggests that the reduction of barriers to entry for private firms
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